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Who got the most snow
201415?

Most places will see at least a little snow over the next 24 to 36 hours, some
places  particularly the southeastern Alps (e.g. the Dolomites)  quite a lot! Yet
again, however, the lower resorts of the northern Austrian Alps (e.g. Söll,
Kitzbühel, Schladming) will see little if any snow.
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Austria
Monday night will stay mostly dry but some showers (snow 800m) will move
into the far west (Vorarlberg, west Tirol) later. Tuesday will see further snow
showers (600900m) in these western districts as well as the south (close to the
Italian border). Further north and east (Salzburgerland, Upper Austria) it will be
mostly dry with a mixture of cloud and bright spells.
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On Wednesday a few snow flurries (400800m) are still possible in the eastern
Austrian Alps at first otherwise it will be mostly dry with the best of any sunshine
in the west. Thursday should be dry with sunny spells.
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Monday night will be cloudy with outbreaks of snow, initially above 12001400m
but dropping to under 1000m before dying out later. Tomorrow (Tuesday), a few
flurries may persist close to the Italian border (800m) otherwise it should
gradually brighten up  though further flurries are possible for a time on Tuesday
evening. Above 1800m we can expect about 1520cm from this storm, a little
more in places.
Wednesday will be dry with some sunshine, but increasing cloud later in the
day. It will be a little milder with freezing levels close to 1600m. Thursday is
likely to be cloudier, but mostly dry in the northern Alps, with some light snow
possible (1600m) in the southern Alps.
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Italy
Monday night will be cloudy with some mostly light snow (900m) in the western
Alps, drier to start with further east, but a few flurries reaching the Dolomites
later. Tuesday will see some early snow showers (800m) in the western Italian
Alps die away to allow some brighter spells to develop. Further east there will be
more cloud with the chance of some significant snow for the Dolomites (20
50cm).
On Wednesday the last of the flurries will die away from the eastern Italian
Alps, then all areas should brighten up with the best of any sunshine in the west.
Thursday is forecast to be mostly dry, but cloud will thicken in the western
Italian Alps later where the odd snow flurry (1200m) is possible.

Still bright this afternoon in Livigno, but snow is expected here tomorrow.
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Monday night will be cloudy with outbreaks of snow spreading east to most
regions. The snow will fall above 12001500m at first but drop to below 1000m
later. Above 1800m most regions can expect 1020cm, perhaps a bit more in the
far southeast. Tuesday will start mostly cloudy but it should brighten up as the
day goes on in the western Swiss Alps. Snow flurries are likely to continue
further east for much of the day, particularly the southeast close to the Italian
border.
On Wednesday, the last of any flurries should clear the far east of Switzerland
then most places will be dry with sunny spells. Thursday should be mostly dry
with the best of any sunshine in the east. Further west it will cloud over later.
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More snow for the Portes du Soleil this evening. This is Les Crosets  Photo: idelec.ch

Outlook:
It looks like remaining unsettled towards the end of this week with further snow
particularly for the southern Alps. More widespread snow and colder
temperatures are currnently on the table for next week.

Next detailed snow forecast will be on Friday 17 January 2014, but see
Today in the Alps for daily updates
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Contact us...
Got a burning question about
weather or snow
conditions in the Alps?
Contact us and we'll do our best
to answer it...
E: info@weathertoski.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 3151 3154
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